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WHISPER
CELLULAR SHADES

PERFECT FOR ANY WINDOW
Suitable for windows of all shapes and sizes, Whisper Cellular Shades are advanced pleated
blinds that feature a unique cellular structure resembling honeycomb. Air passing through the
blinds gets trapped in the structure, assisting in noise reduction and aiding in energy efficiency.
Whisper Cellular Shades are also one of the few window coverings available which can be
specifically designed to cover skylights.

PRODUCT FACT SHEET

www.wynstan.com.au

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
COLOUR AND FABRIC
The Cellular fabric range includes six different fabric
ranges with multiple colours in each range.
TDBU - Top Down Bottom Up

SIZING
Multiple size options are available for the Whisper
Cellular Shade.
- 10mm and 20mm translucent
- 10mm and 20mm blockout
- 20mm transparence

BENEFITS
EASY TO CLEAN
Whisper Cellular Shades are created from

SKYLIGHTS

anti-static non-woven polyster, meaning

The Cellular Shades are one of the few products

they are easy to clean and maintain.

that work effectively in a skylight, to either block out
or filter light entering the room.

MINIMAL LIGHT GAP
Whisper Cellular Shades fit tightly within a

FLEXIBILITY

reveal with the smallest light gap possible.

The Whisper Cellular operating system gives you
flexibility on light and privacy options. On a Top

ENERGY SAVING

Down Bottom Up (TDBU) option, you can bring the

A unique honeycomb structure saves

top down while having the bottom fully closed.

energy by trapping air, making it easier to
heat and cool your home. Cellular Shades

DUO-LITE SHADE OPTION

provide the most insulation of any Wynstan

This option allows for ultimate versatility in light

product.

and privacy control by making use of both light
filtering and blockout fabrics. It is similar to the

SLEEK STACKING SYSTEM

TDBU option, but rather than resulting in empty

When pulled right up, the stack is very

space when the top is down, a light-filtering

small and does not obstruct views to the

fabric is exposed.

outside.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Whisper Cellular Shades come with our
Wynstan 3 Year Warranty.

Book your FREE in-home consultation today
Book your FREE in-home consultation today

1300 667 679
1300 667 679

